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What People Say about Encryption and Backdoors

• “I think that it’s a mistake to require companies that are making 
hardware and software to build a duplicate key or a back door even if 
you hedge it with the notion that there’s going to be a court order.” 
Michael Chertoff, former DHS Secretary, July 2015, The Atlantic.
• “American security is better served with unbreakable end-to-end 
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backdoor, side door, however you want to describe it.” General 
Michael Hayden, former NSA Director, February 2016, Business 
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What People Say about Encryption and Backdoors

• “I’m not personally one of those who thinks we should weaken 
encryption because I think there is a parallel issue, which is 
cybersecurity more broadly … It’s very important that we should be 
seen and be a country in which people can operate securely – that’s 
important for our commercial interests as well as our security 
interests, so encryption in that context is very positive.” Lord 
Jonathan Evans, ex-head MI5,  August 2017, The Guardian.
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• Alternate forms of investigative tools.

So how do you do investigations in the 
Digital Age?

• Alternate ways of obtaining content than “golden key,” “exceptional 
access,” etc.

• Different types of threats than in the 1990s.







Map from ”The Hezbollah Connection,” New York Times Magazine.



• In 2007, the Security and Exchange Commission gets a tip about the 
Galleon Group.
• The SEC interviews Raj Ratajratnam, asking him about romy81.
• “Roomy Khan,” he says.

• An IM that said, “do not buy plcm till i het guidance.”
• red information with Ratajratnam.
• Under legal threat, she cooperates and tapes meetings with Ratajranam.
• By 2011, 35 people are convicted; Rajajratnam gets an 11-year sentence.
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From: CSIS, Low-Hanging Fruit, 2018.
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How should law enforcement investigate?

• Retool to become an investigative agency of the Digital Age.
• Assume all investigations have a digital component.
• Enhance outreach to industry.

• Better capability sharing between federal and state and local.
• Sharing and access to specialized services.

• More funding.

Need to decide investigative priorities. 





Decrypting the Encryption Debate: 
limitations

• Incomplete data on impact on law enforcement:
• Doesn’t actually address impact of encryption on investigations.

• Limited ability to measure additional security risks.
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Charge
• Study tradeoffs associated with mechanisms for authorized 

government access to plaintext of encrypted information.

Approach
• Explore legal and technical options available to governments.
• Provide a framework—a set of questions—to ask re any path forward. No recommendations.



Decrypting the Encryption Debate:
Framework Questions

1.Is proposed approach effective, work at scale, timely and reliable?

2.How will it affect security of data and device, as well cybersecurity 
broadly?

3. How will affect privacy and civil liberties of targeted and 
untargeted individuals?

4. How will proposed approach affect commerce, economic 
competitiveness, and innovation?  



Decrypting the Encryption Debate: 
Framework Questions

5. What are financial costs and who bears them?

6. To what extent is approach consistent with current laws and other 
government priorities?

7. How does international context affect approach? 

8. Will approach be subject to effective evaluation and oversight? 
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Fundamental Tradeoff

Adding Exceptional Access capability to encryption necessarily weakens 
security to some degree; its lack necessarily hampers investigations.

How much security is reduced? Is resulting level of security                     
acceptable? 
• This depends on specific technical and operational details of the mechanism.

• Cost to society when an investigation is hindered or thwarted.
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Decrypting the Encryption Debate:

• Some computer scientists have reacted with concern to renewed 
proposals to regulate the use of encryption, citing security risks.

• Three technical approaches were presented to the committee that 
would minimize these risks. These were not fully fleshed out, tested, 
or deployed. 
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• Ozzie CLEAR proposal:

• Only for locked devices.
• Model is for decryption key to be “wrapped” by manufacturer’s key.
• Device bricks upon being unlocked.
• CLEAR “proposal” is not for a system; it shows only how to retrieve key 

securely.
• Technique subject to spoofing—attack due to Eran Tromer.
• Technique not resistant to jail breaking.
• Can’t answer framework questions: insufficient detail. 
• Moving target.

Steve Bellovin, Matt Blaze, Dan Boneh, Susan Landau, Ron Rivest
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We assess Russian intelligence services collected against the 
US primary campaigns, think tanks, and lobbying groups they 
viewed as likely to shape future US policies. 



Role of Civil Society
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The Going Dark debate is not about privacy versus security.
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investigations versus personal, business, and national security.
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This Going Dark debate is about security versus security. 




